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The Generac 
Advantage

1. INNOVATION AT OUR CORE
Leveraging the latest technology, Generac Industrial Power constantly pioneers novel 
solutions to meet ever-evolving energy needs.

2. PRODUCT LEADERSHIP
Generac’s superior quality and performance sets it apart, establishing a benchmark in the 
industrial power sector.

3. APPLICATION EXPERTISE
With deep industry knowledge, Generac provides expert guidance for every unique 
energy application, ensuring optimal efficiency.

4. ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Generac’s advanced energy management systems offer unprecedented control, savings, 
and sustainability in power consumption.

5. SOLUTION CUSTOMIZATION
Generac crafts tailored solutions for each client, offering personalized power systems 
that perfectly meet specific needs.

6. VALUE ENGINEERING
Generac’s value engineering approach maximizes performance and reliability, while 
minimizing costs, delivering exceptional value-for-money.

7. UNRIVALED PARTNER NETWORK
With an extensive and diverse network of partners, Generac ensures global reach and 
local support, unmatched by competitors.

8. COMMITMENT TO ESG
Generac’s strong commitment to Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) principles 
positions it as a responsible corporate citizen and a sustainable choice for customers.

9. CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Generac’s unparalleled customer service offers comprehensive, round-the-clock support, 
ensuring seamless operations and peace of mind for clients.

At Generac Industrial Power, our unique differentiators are not just standalone attributes, but the very foundation 
of our cohesive and unwavering commitment to excellence. Each innovative product, tailored solution, and 
dedicated service embodies our dedication to leadership, expertise, and the responsibility we embrace as we 
spearhead the transition to more resilient, efficient, and sustainable energy solutions.
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One of the 
Largest Suppliers 
in the Industry
Count on Generac Industrial Power to provide the right product to meet 
your demands. With our expansive product line, you’ll find the reliability, 
consistency and flexibility to handle any power need.

Diesel
THE TRADITIONAL CHOICE

• Diesel-fueled generators are an efficient 
choice for high kW applications, as well as 
for facilities where code requirements call 
for on-site fuel storage, like hospitals and 
911 call centers.

• To provide the best possible diesel-fueled 
power solutions, Generac identifies 
and pre-qualifies diesel engines proven 
in real world applications under 
adverse conditions.

• We work hand-in-hand with best-in-class 
diesel engine manufacturers to optimize 
designs specifically to meet Generac 
requirements.

Natural Gas
THE SMARTEST FUEL CHOICE

• Long running times: because natural gas 
is supplied by a utility, refueling is not 
an issue.

• Fuel reliability: with natural gas, there’s no 
on-site fuel storage or ongoing maintenance 
required in order to keep a clean and 
reliable supply of fuel.

• Fewer emissions: natural gas produces 
fewer emissions than diesel.

• Generac’s natural gas generators set the 
standard for advanced engineering and 
demonstrate the company’s dedication to 
vertical integration.

• Proudly manufactured in the USA, these 
generators are powered by engines 
designed and produced by Generac, 
ensuring a seamless match between engine 
and generator for optimal performance.

Clean Energy
THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHOICE

• Battery Storage: Reliable and scalable 
battery solutions for cost savings and 
uninterrupted power supply.

• Solar Energy: Harnessing the power 
of the sun to generate clean and 
renewable electricity.

• Hydrogen Fuel Cells: Clean and sustainable 
energy generation with zero greenhouse 
gas emissions.

• HVO (Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil): 
Renewable and sustainable diesel 
alternative with reduced emissions.

Bi-Fuel™
THE ONLY TRUE BI-FUEL SOLUTION

• Generac Bi-Fuel™ generators start on diesel 
fuel and add natural gas as load is applied, 
until the unit runs primarily on natural gas.

• Unlike practically every other bi-fuel 
solution on the market, Generac Bi-Fuel™ 
generators are fully integrated solutions. 
That means every fuel train component, 
every sensor, every actuator is specifically 
designed, engineered, and factory tested to 
work together.

• Generac Bi-Fuel™ generators have the 
added benefit of being EPA compliant from 
the factory – the only bi-fuel system on the 
market that can make such a claim.

Introduction
Powering Your Choices: A Broad Spectrum of Products
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Diesel

250 kW100 kW25 kW10 kW

Gaseous

Mobile

Bi-Fuel™

Clean

2000 kW1000 kW500 kW

*

*Mobile Gaseous Units are Tri-Fuel 
(Natural Gas, Liquid Propane, or Wellhead Gas)

Bi-Fuel Generators
ADDED FLEXIBILITY/RELIABILITY

• Integrated with MPS capability
• NEC and NFPA code compliant
• EPA compliant from the factory

Gaseous Generators
LONGER RUNTIMES AND 
CLEANER FUEL

• Generac designed and built
• EPA Non and Emergency Certified
• UL2200, Seismic, CSA 22.2

Diesel Generators
BUILT TO ENDURE THE MOST 
SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS

• Single-source responsibility
• Design, Testing, Warranty, 

Parts, Service
• 4-stroke, 1800-3600 RPM

Generac’s paralleling 
power solutions provide 
reliable, flexible power 
solutions when a single 
generator is not appropriate 
for the application.

FOR MORE 
DETAILED 
PRODUCT 
INFO, SCAN 
HERE →

Introduction
Our full range of industrial power.
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Connectivity
State-of-the-art remote generator monitoring and control.

No matter which make, model, or age of generator or control panel, make sure the generator 
starts when needed. Whether a single generator, an entire emergency power system, or a 
portfolio of onsite power equipment, Generac Industrial Connectivity provides instant access 
to the state, health, and readiness of your equipment.

BENEFITS:
• Reduce fail to start events

• Ability to be proactive about generator 
maintenance

• Be alerted to potential problems before they 
become expensive repairs or damaging power 
outages

• Improved response to service calls

• Eliminate manual reporting process for required 
compliance reporting

• Affordable, cost-effective solution that is easy to 
install and configure

• Built on state-of-the-art technology

• Global cellular connect

FEATURES:
• User-friendly cloud-based software supported on 

any internet connected browser enabled device 
(desktop, tablet, smart phone)

• Configurable equipment level alarms for 
notification via email and text

• Remotely start/stop the generator for no load 
testing (optional)

• Remotely activate the ATS test mode for load 
testing (optional)

• Historical trending and analysis of critical 
equipment data

• Out of the box generator run reports in PDF format

• Custom reports (e.g. emissions and energy)

• Journal feature allows users to log maintenance 
reports or notes, upload equipment manuals and 
any other equipment documentation

• Schedule weekly generator tests in the software 
and allow Generac Industrial Connectivity to start, 
stop, and create a report for the test automatically

• Can support cloud integration

Generac Industrial Connectivity is preconfigured and 
ready with Generac Grid Services Concerto™ platform

Balance supply and demand in real time with powerful distributed 
energy resource orchestration software. The Concerto™ platform 
helps you bring megawatts online, optimize grid assets and 
visualize data.

Generac Industrial Connectivity 
works with any manufacturer. 
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Energy management today increasingly means balancing 
a combination of energy savings, energy resilience and 
carbon reduction. Generac’s SBE battery energy storage 
system is our latest addition to a portfolio of products 
and technologies helping commercial and industrial 
customers to meet their current and future energy goals.

Stationary Battery Energy 
Storage System
Integrated lithium-ion energy storage system for 
behind-the-meter commercial & industrial applications

Clean Energy
Meet your energy management goals.

FEATURES:
•  Optimized for commercial and industrial energy 

storage projects

• Built-in controls for integration with solar PV 
and generators

• Backup power ready - designed to 
support onsite load during grid outages

• Virtual power plant ready - integrated 
connectivity for asset monetization

• Comprehensive national partner 
network for service and maintenance

• Scalable from 200 kWh to 
multiple MWh

WHAT’S INCLUDED:
•  Battery Racks

• Bi-Directional Inverter

• Heating, Ventilation and 
Air Conditioning

• Fire Suppression

• DC Combiner (as needed)

• Battery Controller

• Monitoring & Connectivity

• Standardized 10’, 20’ Enclosures

SBE Energy Ratings

125 kW (4 hours)

250 kW (2 hours)

500 kW (1 hour)

SBE500 – 500 kWh

0 kW 100 kW 200 kW 400 kW 600 kW 800 kW 1,000 kW

1,000 kW (1 hour)

500 kW (2 hours)

250 kW (4 hours)

SBE1000 – 1000 kWh

*Consult Generac for alternate power/energy combinations

0 kW 100 kW 200 kW 400 kW 600 kW 800 kW 1,000 kW

TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT 
THE SBESS, 
SCAN HERE →
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Mobile Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) – 30-40 kVA Prime

Transforming Energy. Everywhere.

Offering a line of clean energy products. Our Mobile Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) 
features a control system that automatically turns the charging source on and off providing a 
continuous power supply while also recharging the battery. This state-of-the-art technology 
in the MBE Series provides power system flexibility to help maintain balance between load 
and demand, while also drastically cutting fuel costs and CO2 emissions.

BENEFITS:
• Maximize Value of On-Site Solar

• Peak Demand Charge Savings

• Energy Arbitrage With ToU Rates

• Demand Response

• Asset Monetization

• Resilience – Power Quality

FEATURES:
•  Flexible Solution 

Immediately compatible with a mobile 
generator set to the same output voltage 
and with a 2-wire remote start/stop 
connection

• Ideal Hybrid System 
Optimize runtime, emissions reduction, 
sound output, fuel efficiency, and 
maintenance demands by combining the 
BESS with a mobile diesel generator

• Zero Emissions Power 
No emissions in battery-only operation

• Modular Solution 
Scalable by connecting multiple units to 
extend battery-only runtime

• Simple Operation 
Single user interface using the BESS 
controller when connected to a generator

Clean Energy
Scale up your clean energy solutions.

TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT 
THE BESS, 
SCAN HERE →

TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT 
THE GEH2®, 
SCAN HERE →

GEH2® Hydrogen Generator – 110 kVA

Engineered for the Planet.

The EODev GEH2® is a hydrogen fuel cell power generator designed to replace diesel or 
gas gensets in both mobile, prime and emergency stand-by applications. This cutting-edge 
generator is completely zero emission, only rejecting water and heat as by-products. No noise, 
no fumes, no CO2 or fine particles. Scalable, efficient and easy-to-use the GEH2® is equipped 
with the latest generation of hydrogen fuel cell from Toyota, giving it an exceptional reliability 
and a record life span.

BENEFITS:
• Energy source: Hydrogen (H2)

• Zero emissions

• Compact design

• Low noise pollution

• Eco-design

• Optimized logistics and 
Plug & Play

FEATURES:
• PEM fuel cell from Toyota

• 50% fuel cell efficiency

• LiFePO4 battery

• 44 kWh battery capacity

• External hydrogen expansion 
system included

MBE30

EODev GEH2®
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SD500T4F, MD500T4F

Stationary Generators
Industrial applications are top of mind.

• Single unit or Modular Paralleling unit 
configuration.

• Advanced integrated control components 
for constant monitoring, built-in alarms and 
adjustable parameters.

• Enclosure options to include open set, 
weather protected, and sound attenuated.

• UL2200 Listed: Generac was the first 
to introduce its complete product line 
in conformance with UL2200 safety 
standards.

• Fuel tanks designed and manufactured by 
Generac to give total quality control over 
this critical gen-set component.

The Right Components for Your Application

Innovative power solutions designed for a 
variety of commercial, industrial and life critical 
applications, the options available ensure 
that the gen-set selected meets the exact 
requirements of each unique application’s 
backup power needs.

Strictest Emissions Regulations Met

State of the art generators designed to meet 
the most stringent Tier 4 emissions standards, 
making it an environmentally responsible 
choice for your power generation needs.

Gaseous and Diesel Generators

Gemini Diesel 
Built-in Redundancy to Ensure Critical Load 
Coverage

Two complete generators in one enclosure.

• Dual 500kW generators connected in 
parallel.

• One compact enclosure uses 30% less 
space than a single 1MW genset.

• Ensure critical loads are covered with the 
built-in redundancy and a reliability rate of 
up to 99.999%.

Bi-Fuel Generators
Combine the Power of Diesel With the 
Longevity of Natural Gas

Meets NFPA code requirements for on-site fuel 
storage while providing the reliability of natural 
gas. By offering fully integrated solutions they 
are they only EPA-compliant bi-fuel generators 
available straight from the factory.

• EPA Compliant from the factory.

• Fully integrated solution, not aftermarket 
conversions.

• Improved fuel reliability with the 
redundancy of both on-site diesel, and 
supplied natural gas.

SB600, MB600

SG150, MG150

SD1000, MD1000
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Stationary Generators
Alternators. Fuel tanks. Base frames. Designed for optimized performance.

Industrial Alternators
Precision winding and stack bracing ensures 
reliable performance with Generac’s industrial 
alternators.

Rotor spin balancing eliminates vibration, while double 
venting contributes to cooler operation, longer life and 
enhanced efficiency. All Generac Industrial alternators 
are built with high temperature 150°C rise Class H 
insulation. Maximum operating temperatures are 
designed not to exceed a temperature rise of 120°C. 
This provides an extra margin of thermal capability for 
standby applications with single phase and non-linear 
loads.

For improved motor starting capabilities and less 
voltage drop, Generac offers optional up-sized 
alternators producing more starting kVA, lower 
temperature rise, and better transient responses. 
Alternator choices include a variety of voltages, 
excitation options, topical anti-fungal coating and 
anti-condensation strip heaters.

Fuel Tanks – UL 142/ULC S601 
Secondary Containment

The fuel tanks for Generac gen-sets are 
designed and manufactured by Generac. This 
gives us total quality control over this critical 
gen-set component. Every detail is designed to 
protect against fuel leaks and contamination.

Base Frame
Generac’s heavy duty base frames assure 
accurate engine-alternator alignment 
remains intact.

• Robotic weld system provides consistent welds 
to eliminate defects.

•  Factory pressure tested and double wall 
construction to minimize concerns of on-site 
fuel leaks.

•  Generac RhinoCoat™ powder coat paint system 
offers maximum protection against the elements.

• Sloped bottom ensures separation of potential 
water contamination.

• Meets a variety of filling, venting and 
localized certifications.

• Options include spill fill containment, 
vents and alarm.

•  Fully welded construction resists high-
torque transients while providing solid 
weldments for smooth, undisturbed 
painting surfaces.

• Oil and water drain points located for easy 
access.

• Vibration isolators contribute to smoother 
operation.

• Power cable stub-up for easy installation

•  Battery trays are welded in place prior to 
receiving Generac’s RhinoCoat™ paint 
system.

• Heavy duty lifting eyes.

Mini Gamme LSA

UL 142/ULC S601
Industrial Base Frame
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Owners of large homes and small-to-medium-size businesses rely on Protector™ Series automatic 
backup generators to preserve their quality of life and/or business profitability during a power 
outage. They are the most affordable backup power solution for larger homes and businesses, and 
are equipped with advanced technologies, and offer quiet operation. The smart, efficient design 
allows owners to continue taking advantage of their property, while keeping fuel costs low. These 
features combined with Generac’s history of design, engineering and manufacturing excellence 
makes a Protector™ Series generator the best choice when investing in a backup power solution.

Premium features are standard on the ultimate 
residential standby generator. For homeowners 
with larger residences, these units are 
powered by a low-speed engine for extra-quiet 
operation and come standard with an aluminum 
enclosure.

Protector™ Series – Gaseous 48-150 kW

• The low-speed, liquid cooled engine is 
engineered to run at only 1800 RPM for a 
substantially quieter generator, consuming 
less fuel, and giving both the engine and 
the alternator a longer life

• Ideal for homes requiring higher kW 
backup for amenities such as additional 
living areas, garages, air conditioners, 
pools, greenhouses, guest homes, mother-
in-law suites, medical needs and more

• True Power™ Technology delivers best-
in-class power quality with less than 5% 
total harmonic distortion for clean, smooth 
operation of sensitive electronics and 
appliances

Stationary Generators
Life continues as normal during power outages.

RG048

TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT 
STATIONARY 
GENERATORS, 
SCAN HERE →
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Diesel Generators – 8 kW-570 kVA Prime

Generac Mobile offers a comprehensive line-up of mobile diesel generators providing reliable 
prime power that meets your specifications or preferences. Durable sound attenuated enclosures 
provide quiet operation, suitable for a variety of applications and environments. Programmable 
controllers allow for ultimate efficiency and easy-to-read generator status screens.

Optional SuperStart® 
Oversized Alternator
Allows for enhanced motor starting

Voltage Regulation
For clean, steady power — suitable for 
sensitive electronics

Easy Operator Interface and 
Serviceability

Extended Run Fuel System
Optional 3-wa fuel valve and optional DEF 
quick-connects for 25-570 kVA generators to 
connect to an auxiliary fuel tank

Quiet Operation
Down to 66dBA

Rental and Jobsite Ready
Weather resistant powder-coated enclosure 
that resists rust, and a chassis that is designed 
for towing to remote, off-road locations

Telemetry Interfacing Available
For remote monitoring and location

Parallel Capable Design
Optional parallel-ready configurations for 75 
kVA and larger allow for easy paralleling

Canadian VFLEX Generators – 25 kVA-570 kVA Prime

To meet the requirements of the Canadian market, Generac Mobile VFLEX 
alternator option adds 600 V 3-phase output with no de-rate.

KEY FEATURES
• Output voltage fine adjustment 

through controller

• Easy-to-switch voltage 
selection using selector switch 
or linkboard

• Fewer components, less parts 
for maintenance

Available and Easily Switchable  
For Use at Any Time

• 120/240 V single phase

• 208 V three phase

• 480 V three phase

• 600 V three phase

Gaseous Generators – 165 kVA-450 kVA Prime

As the global leader in gaseous fueled power generation, Generac Mobile gaseous generators 
offer true innovation in clean, cost-effective power. Our gaseous generators can be set to run 
on liquid propane, natural gas or wellhead gas - and automatically switch over to the designated 
secondary fuel source if primary fuel is interrupted. With natural gas as an extremely reliable and 
plentiful source of fuel, new applications are constantly evolving.

Fuel Versatility
Innovative design easily switches between liquid 
propane, natural gas, and wellhead gas

Parallel-Ready Design
Offers versatility and scalable power

Lowest Cost to Fuel
Wellhead fuel usage eliminates the need for “flare off” 
and provides the lowest cost to fuel power generation

Rental and Jobsite Ready
Weather resistant powder-coated enclosure that 
resists rust, and a chassis that is designed for towing 
to remote, off-road locations

Telemetry Available
For remote monitoring and location

We have all your 
mobile product needs.

GENERATORS • BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS (BESS) 
LIGHT TOWERS • HEATERS

Explore now at GeneracMobIleProducts.com

Mobile Generators
Generac Mobile.

MGG450

MDE570

MDE330

MGG155
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Revolutionize your lighting game with our battery-powered LED light tower. Our Rental 
Ready unit is designed with cutting-edge technology to make deployment and operation 
effortless. Say goodbye to emissions and noise and experience a new level of convenience 
and sustainability with our innovative lighting solution.

MLTB Battery Light Tower – 17 kWh Lithium-ion Battery

New Innovation!

FEATURES:
• Deep Sea Controller: Programmable 

controls, large color display, and dusk-to-
dawn operation for optimized performance

• Standard 120V Charger: Cost effective and 
convenient charging availability. Charge 
and run simultaneously

• 120V Convenience Power: For powering 
small tools, equipment and even sensitive 
electronics

• Designed for Serviceability: Inverter tilts 
for easy access to battery

• Run Time: Up to 75 hours of run time at 
Regular Light setting, and up to 22 hours at 
Super Bright setting

• Pure Sine Wave Inverter: Cleaner, 
more efficient power supply

BENEFITS:
• Zero emissions

• Zero fuel

• Zero spills

• Zero scheduled maintenance

Lighting Solutions
Durability, reliability and ease of use.

MLTS
• LED lighting with optional snap-on diffuse 

lens kit to reduce glare

• Power Zone® Autolight controller

• 2-cylinder Mitsubishi or Kubota engine

• Export power of up to 2.6kW

MLT6
• G4 LED lighting standard

• Power Zone® DSE L401 controller

• 3-cylinder Mitsubishi or Kubota engine

• Export power of up to 6kW

MLT4000 Series
• G4 LED lighting for superior, efficient 

lighting

• Power Zone® DSE L401 controller

• Wide body design for heavy duty 
applications

• Multiple power nodes and engine options 
to choose from

• Export power of up to 20kW

Diesel Light Towers
Lighting and Export Power for Any Job

Innovative lighting solutions designed into compact light towers that provide the maximum 
power in a minimal footprint, with extended run times, LED safety features, innovative engine 
technologies and programmable controls.

MLTS and MLT6

MLTB MLT4000 Series 
Wide Body
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PLT240 LINKTower 
• Portable and sized to fit through a 

standard interior doorway for the 
ultimate in lighting flexibility

• 120V AC duplex receptacles included 
for commonly used jobsite tools

• Instant-on LED lights

• Set up in less than 1 minute by a 
single person

• Link together two LINKTowers for 
precise and versatile illumination

CTF10
• Ideal for long-term applications

• Optional linking configuration for 
maximum versatility

• Integrated fork pockets and central lifting 
eye for loading and unloading

• Easy to use control with dusk-to-dawn 
sensor or timed settings

• Galvanized base and mast for superior 
weather resistance

• Secure storage for tools and accessories

Plug-In Light Towers
Silent Operation With Zero Localized Emissions

Experience the ultimate versatility in lighting solutions with the electric light towers, 
powered by utility power, a generator, or even a diesel light tower, these can be used in 
nearly any application – indoors or out.

PLT240 LINKTower

CTF10
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Indirect Flame
• Thermostat control with setpoints for heat 

and turning burner on and off as required 
to maintain desired heat

• High efficiency Reillo® burner

• Forklift pockets to easily move around 
a jobsite

• Export power of up to 20kW

• Internal duct storage

Flameless
• Designed for applications where an open 

flame could be hazardous

• Easy-to-use single point controls with 
temperature setpoint for consistent and 
reliable heat

• Forklift pockets to easily move around 
a jobsite

• Internal duct storage

Heaters
Keeping Worksites Warm and Productive

Dependable and heavy-duty units, designed to be used in the most extreme cold weather 
environments. Protective alarms and innovative mechanisms ensure safe operation where it’s 
needed most.

MIH800

MFH900

Heating Solutions
Secure heating solutions for your desired location.
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PowerManager H-100 
Generator Controller

PowerManager® 
Industrial Digital Controls
H-100 Generator Controller

Monitor and control key elements of your generator 
system with the touch of a button or click of a mouse.

• Two 4-line x20 displays

• Constant monitoring capabilities

• Adjustable parameters and expandable I/O

• Built-in protective alarms 

• Internal PLC

G-Panel (PM-DCP) 
Control Panel

G-Panel (PM-DCP) 
Generator Controller
Our integrated control concept introduces one 
controller mounted on each generator in a Modular 
Paralleling System, consolidating the critical functions, 
providing maximum system reliability.

• Touch screen controller

• Custom event and alarm capabilities

• Expandable I/O modules

• Remotely monitor via a building management 
system or through factory provided 
user interface software

Controls
The PowerManager® Control System. 
Reliable, accurate, integrated controls for demanding applications.

Power Zone® Pro Sync

Power Zone® Pro Sync
So how does the Power Zone® Pro Sync controller 
think? For starters, it can manage paralleling, automatic 
transfer switch, and manage the load when the gen-
set is installed in a Modular Power System (MPS) 
configuration. No additional switchgear or paralleling 
controllers are required. And even in a single-node 
situation, the Power Zone® Pro Sync works seamlessly 
with Generac automatic transfer switches for the 
completely system integration.

• 7” resistive color touch screen

• Hi-Bright 1400 NITS

• 26 digital inputs and 27 digital outputs

• 16 analog inputs and 4 analog outputs

• Digital engine governor control

• Digital voltage regulator

• Full authority paralleling

• Synchronizer, breaker control, 
load sharing and protections

Power Zone® Pro
Designed with the user in mind, the intuitive Power 
Zone® controllers make monitoring your generator 
performance and diagnostics effortless. Compatible 
with natural gas and diesel generators, we have made 
these controllers informative and easy-to-use. Power 
Zone® controllers quickly supply the information you 
need because your time is important.

• 4.3” resistive color touch screen

• Hi-Bright 420 NITS

• 15 digital inputs and 21 digital outputs

• Expandable inputs and outputs

• Digital engine governor control

• Digital voltage regulator

Power Zone® Pro
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Power Zone® 410

Power Zone® Gateway
A communication interface for  the Power Zone 
system providing  secure external communication  to a 
connected device.

• Configure or monitor  generator parameters

• Interfaces with TX  Transfer Switches

• Connect to building  management systems

Power Zone® Gateway

G8601
Designed for complex paralleling applications, the 
G8601 can be configured to fit any need, and provides a 
wide range of high-end features for multiple application 
environments. The G8601 control can be used as a 
single-set controller, multi-set controller, mains (utility) 
controller, or group controller.

• Enhanced high-resolution 240x128 pixel display

• 12 digital inputs and 9 digital outputs

• 4 analog inputs

• Digital voltage regulator 

• Multi-purpose PIDs

• Touch screen panel PC support

G8601

Power Zone® 410
• Graphical display with heater

• NFPA 110 capable with add-on modules

• Auto mains fail capable

• Expandable inputs and outputs

• On-board battery charger

NFPA 110 Capable

Modular NFPA 110 components  can be 
specified, including:

• Remote annunciator

• External battery charger

• NFPA accessory module featuring  a key 
switch, alarm horn, and  emergency stop

Controls
Power Zone® Control Platform. 
Smarter. More Intuitive.

The Power Zone® Control Platform 
is designed with the user in mind.

The intuitive Power Zone controllers make monitoring your generator performance and diagnostics 
effortless. Compatible with natural gas and diesel generators, we have made these controllers 
informative and easy-to-use. Power Zone controllers quickly supply the information you need, 

because your time is important.

Learn more at generac.com/Industrial/PowerZone
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Generac offers a full line of industrial transfer switches to meet varying needs 
from light industrial applications all the way to the most demanding critical 
installations. Generac’s flexible platforms offer a variety of switching technologies 
for customized solutions to meet any projects needs.

Power Series Transfer Switches 
– 100 – 5,000 Amp

The Power Series transfer switch (PSTS) line features 
three different platforms with multiple technologies to 
offer the most flexible solutions up to 5,000 AMPs. All 
platforms are rated for 3-cycle operation with highly 
reliable mechanisms. Service entrance models are 100 
percent rated and available with integral overcurrent 
protection.

Power switching for mobile applications

Generac’s Manual PSTS switches are ideal for use 
in applications having a need for a mobile generator. 
All switches come with standard, code compliant 
interlocked Cam-Lock™ connections, which makes 
them reliable for use in these applications.

TX Series Transfer Switches – 
100 – 1,000 Amp

The TX Series switches are both Generac designed and 
built in house with exceptional features that meet, and 
exceed, any application needs. These transfer switches 
have some of the highest Withstand and Closing 
Ratings (WCR) with optional 3-cycle or 30-cycle ratings 
available. In addition, these switches offer no PPE 
needed for controller use, firmware updates, or data 
downloads when the enclosure door is installed.

Transfer Switches
Exceptional features that exceed any application needs.

Energize Your Operations with 
Generac Industrial Solutions.

Elevate your energy strategy with Generac Industrial, where cutting-edge technology meets 
efficiency. Our energy management solutions are designed to empower your operations with real-
time monitoring, intelligent load balancing, and seamless integration with renewable sources. Step 

into the future of energy where smart management is not just a feature—it’s a standard.

Discover smarter energy solutions for a sustainable tomorrow at 
generac.com/Industrial/EnergyManagement

TX Series
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Generac City

Commercial, Industrial, and Mission 
Critical Facilities rely on Generac 
Industrial Power every day. Explore 
Generac City to learn more.

Case Studies

Read how other businesses and 
industries selected their Generac 
standby power systems, and how the 
investment paid off for them through 
a vast collection of case studies.

Whitepapers

There are many issues to consider 
when selecting a standby power 
system. Generac has a number of 
white papers that can help you 
understand all the considerations.

Videos

Learn more about Generac Industrial 
Power and see how other businesses 
selected Generac standby products.

PowerConnect Newsletter

Subscribe to Generac Industrial 
Power’s newsletter to receive regular 
updates on new products, case 
studies, and trends in standby power.

News & Articles

Stay up-to-date on the latest news, 
trends, and product information 
related to power generation in this 
collection of industry articles.

RESOURCES

Power Design Pro™

The most powerful electrical and 
mechanical design and sizing tool on 
the market. Generac’s Power Design 
Pro is a one stop solution center for 
the consulting engineer.

BIM Documents

Create intelligent designs utilizing BIM. 
Download Generac Industrial Power 
product models which have undergone 
quality assurance testing to meet the 
strict requirements of Revit.

TOOLS

Industrial Product 
Webpages

Explore the full line of Generac 
Industrial Power products 
including gaseous, diesel, and 
bi-fuel generators in a variety of 
configurations and outputs.

Spec Sheets

Download any of Generac Industrial 
Power’s product spec sheets all from 
one place.

Brochures & Literature

View, save, or download brochures 
and literature to explore the full line of 
Generac Industrial Generators.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

EDUCATION

Professional Development 
Seminar Series (PDSS)

These courses are oriented towards 
practicing design, sales and 
consulting engineers involved in 
supplying emergency and standby 
power to industrial, commercial and 
mission critical facilities. Earn free 
CEU’s and PDH’s!

Generac Industrial Power 
Engineering Symposium

The Generac Industrial Power 
Engineering Symposium is a 3-day 
event designed for the practicing 
engineer to walk away with a better 
understanding of generator sizing, 
application, and code compliance.

Webinars

These informative and interactive 
30-minute webinars answer the 
technical questions you need answers 
to and are a preview of the PDSS 
courses offered by Generac. They 
also cover trends in the market, new 
useful tools that will help you be 
successful, and can be accessed 
online or on any mobile device.

The right solutions 
starts with the right tools.
With more than six decades of power generation experience, Generac has built a tool set for 
electrical engineers and contractors to simplify and save time sizing, specifying or installing 
generators. The less time you spend up front, the sooner you’ll have a generator on the job. 
No other manufacturer matches our capability to support application design needs.

Explore now at 
www.generac.com/ResourceCenter
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For more information or to learn more, 
visit us online or call us at:

generac.com/industrial 
844-ASK-GNRC (844-275-4672)

Proven source. 
Powerful solutions.

Generac Power Systems, Inc. 
S45 W29290 Hwy. 59, Waukesha WI 53189

generac.com/industrial 
844-ASK-GNRC (844-275-4672)
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